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Abstract—In the era of big data, the amount of data that 
individuals and enterprises hold is increasing, and the efficiency 
and effectiveness of data analysis are increasingly demanding. 
Collaborative deep learning, as a machine learning framework 
that can share users’ data and improve learning efficiency, has 
drawn more and more attention and started to be applied in 
practical problems. In collaborative deep learning, data sharing 
and interaction among multi users may lead data leakage 
especially when data are very sensitive to the user. Therefore, 
how to protect the data privacy when processing collaborative 
deep learning becomes an important problem. In this paper, we 
review the current state of art researches in this field and 
summarize the application of privacy-preserving technologies in 
two phases of collaborative deep learning. Finally we discuss the 
future direction and trend on this problem. 

Keywords—Big data, Collaborative deep learning, Privacy-
preserving, Secure multi-party computing, Homomorphic 
encryption, Differential privacy 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, deep learning proves extremely effective at 

learning nonlinear features and functions from complex data, 
and has been widely used in text recognition [1], social 
networking [2], biomedical [3] and other fields. The effect of 
the deep learning model is often related to the size of the model 
and the training data set. Under a reasonable learning 
mechanism, if there is more training data, the model will have 
a better effect. However, in the era of big data, data is often 
scattered among individuals and cannot be brought together 
because of policy, competition, or privacy. Users can only 
learn based on only a part of data and cannot benefit from the 
whole data. In order to solve this problem, it is the current 
trend to apply collaborative learning to the deep learning. 
Collaborative deep learning is a situation in which two or more 
users learn a deep learning model together. The generation of 
collaborative deep learning avoids the problem of the long 
acquisition cycle of traditional deep learning data and the low 
accuracy of the model caused by the use of only a portion of 
the data. 

Although collaborative deep learning applications are 
becoming more and more widely used, due to the variety of 
collaborative deep learning application scenarios, privacy 
exposure methods are more diversified. For example, smart 

bracelets can record information such as the user's heart rate 
and motion trajectory throughout the day. Smart homes can 
record the user's diet, routines and other laws. These data can 
be collected to provide users with high-quality personalized 
services such as recommendation and identification. However, 
they also face unavoidable problems such as non-trusted third 
parties and untrusted users.  

How to ensure the utility of collaborative deep learning 
without revealing the privacy of users and models is a key 
issue in the field of deep learning. In this paper, we first 
introduce the architecture of collaborative deep learning and 
the issue of privacy leakage. Secondly, we introduce privacy-
preserving technology commonly used in the applications and 
analyze their advantages and disadvantages when using in the 
two phases of collaborative deep learning. Finally, we 
summarize its development direction and trend. 

II. COLLABORATIVE DEEP LEARNING 

A. Architecture 
As the same as traditional machine learning algorithms, 

collaborative deep learning algorithms are composed of two 
phases: the training phase and the using phase. Training phase 
essentially aims at inferring the algorithm parameters from a 
labelled data set by optimizing some training objective. The 
using phase aims at getting a prediction or classification result 
based on the user's input. 

1) Training phase: Based on the special environment of 
collaborative deep learning, this paper divides the training 
phase of collaborative deep learning into two modes: direct 
collaborative deep learning and indirect collaborative deep 
learning. 

a) Direct collaborative deep learning: There is a central 
server and multiple users. The central server maintains a 
global model. Each user has a local data set. During the 
training process, each user uploads local data to the server. 
The central server collects user data and run the deep learning 
algorithm centrally to get the model. 
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Fig. 1. Direct collaborative deep learning in training phase 

b)  Indirect Collaborative Deep Learning: There is a 
central server and multiple users. The central server maintains 
a global model. Each user has a local data set and maintains a 
local model. During the model training process, the user first 
downloads the global model from the central server. The local 
training set is trained to obtain an improved local model, and 
updated information is uploaded to the server. The central 
server aggregates all user information to form an updated 
global model, and multiple iterations are required in the 
training process to converge to the optimal model. Data do not 
leave the user’s device from beginning to end. 

 
Fig. 2. Indirect collaborative deep learning in training phase 

2) Using phase: The using phase of collaborative deep 
learning mainly takes the user's input according to the model 
operation to obtain an output category. In general, the server 
provides the user with API. The user uploads his own input 
data and gets a output after the server runs the deep learning 
algorithm. 

 
Fig. 3. Collaborative deep learning in using phase 

B. Problems 
In this paper, a malicious adversary refers to an honest but 

curious user or server. It honestly follows the protocol but is 
curious about the privacy information of other honest users and 
may attempt to learn or infer sensitive information from the 
data of honest user. 

1) The server is a malicious adversary: In direct 
collaboration and deep learning, although the server is 
generally not malicious, it may be semi-honest. When the 
server uses the user's data, it may leave the user's supervision. 
If the server is attacked, the user's data will face great risks. 
For example, Strava made a heat map of the user's motion 
trajectory around the world based on the GPS position 
information of the user's fitness tracker, and the heat map 
exposed the trajectory of the US soldiers and the outline of 
some sensitive military bases [5]. iHearFood is an app that 
helps users improve their food taste, but it analyzes the user’s 
chewing voice through Bluetooth headsets and mobile phones, 
unobtrusively monitoring and detecting the user’s diet [50]. 
Facebook is an open social networking platform and allows 
applications to collect information such as the user's age, 
location, preferences, and friends. Then these applications can 
use these targeted ads to change user's minds [38]. 

2) The user is a malicious adversary: In indirect 
collaborative deep learning, each user has a local training data 
set that will not be uploaded to the server. Although each user 
in the training process transmits the model update information 
calculated through the local training set as short as possible, 
there is still the risk of privacy leakage. Reference [6] 
designes a malicious adversary disguised as an internal honest 
user to generate false gradient information generated by the 
anti-network during the training of the model to encourage 
other honest users to release more sensitive information, 
disturb model training to infer information about labels it 
doesn’t have. In the course of deep learning training, it is 
unavoidable to overfit on specific training examples in the 
sense that some of these examples are implicitly memorized. 
The inversion attack [7] can reconstruct the victim's face 
based on the label information provided by the model or learn 
the identity of the corresponding individual based on an image 
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containing a blurred-out face. Reference [8] proposes a 
member reasoning attack model in which malicious adversary 
call the model interface multiple times to construct an attack 
model to recognize differences in the target model’s 
predictions on the inputs that it trained on versus the inputs 
that it did not train on. 

3) Servers and users are malicious adversaries: 
Compared to a single user or server as a malicious adversary, 
when a malicious server collaborates with a malicious user in 
a collaborative learning environment, even if a single honest 
user can achieve anonymity, multiple malicious adversaries 
with complementary attributes also will collectively speculate 
on honest user privacy. Reference [23] simulates two 
situations. One is that some users are malicious and collusion. 
The other is that the server is malicious and colluded with 
some subsets of malicious users. In the absence of strong 
privacy-preserving technology applied, honest users will face 
a higher risk of privacy leakage. 

III. COMMON PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNOLOGY 
There have been a large number of papers devoted to the 

study of improving the learning model without revealing 
sensitive data, and it mainly includes technologies such as 
secure multi-party computing, homomorphic encryption, and 
differential privacy. 

A. Secure multi-party computing 
Secure multi-party computing originated from the 

millionaire problem proposed by AC Yao [9] in 1982. Its 
purpose is to solve the problem of collaborative computing that 
protects privacy among a group of non-trusted users. SMC 
needs to ensure the independence of input and calculations. 
Accuracy, without leaking the input values to other members 
participating in the calculation. The SMC ensure the 
independence of the input and the correctness of the calculation, 
while not leaking the input values to other members 
participating in the calculation. When training a neural network 
using a secure multi-party computing technology based on 
Yao’s garbled circuits, it is not suitable for deep learning 
techniques because the cost of calculating nonlinear activation 
functions such as sigmoid or softmax is large during training. 
Moreover, Yao’s garbled circuits is suitable for 2 or 3 sided 
security calculations, and it is not easy to expand to a 
collaborative environment with more users. Reference [10] 
proposes a two-server model for privacy-preserving training. 
Users split their data into two separate copies and send them to 
two different servers. Two servers use secure two-party 
computation (2PC) to train neural network and other machine 
learning models. Both servers cannot see the user's entire data 
during the training process. 

B. Homomorphic encryption  
The Homomorphic Encryption (HE) scheme was originally 

proposed by [11] as a way to encrypt data such that certain 
operations can be performed on it without decrypting it rst, 
which preserves some of the original message space structure 
in computations. Reference [12] proposes a fully homomorphic 
encryption (FHE) based on [11] to provide a function for 

processing encrypting data which allows arbitrarily many 
operations to be performed on the encrypted data. At the same 
time, the user who owns the key decrypts the processed data 
and gets the result of the processing. When applying 
homomorphic encryption in collaborative deep learning, each 
user first encrypts his local data with the system public key and 
uploads the ciphertext to the server. The server performs most 
of the operations related to the learning process in ciphertext 
and returns the encrypted result to the user. In this process, the 
server knows nothing about the user's data, and the user is also 
ignorant of the server's model. 

C. Differential privacy  
Differential privacy was first proposed by C. Dwork 

[13,14,15]. This method injects random noise into the 
statistical results calculated from the original sensitive data. 
When a single record is replaced or deleted in the original data 
set, it will not affect the output of the algorithm. Differential 
privacy enables insights to be obtained from the original 
sensitive data, but it is mathematically proven that a single 
record cannot be recognized. Reference [16] applies 
differentially private principal projection at the deep neural 
networks input layer and then train deep neural networks with 
non-convex objectives under a modest privacy budget. 

IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNOLOGY IN 
COLLABORATIVE DEEP LEARNING 

A. Privacy-preserving during training phase 
1) Direct collaborative deep learning: In direct 

collaborative deep learning, each user needs to upload local 
data to the server. In this process, privacy-preserving is mainly 
to solve the user's data cannot be recognized by the server. 

Reference [17] is the rst work on this problem, they 
provides privacy-preserving for multiparty collaborative back-
propagation network learning over arbitrarily partitioned data, 
using the BGN homomorphic encryption that supports one 
multiplication and unlimited number of additions [18]. Because 
users must re-encrypt after each multiplication operation, this 
protocol is not very effective for deep neural networks. To 
solve this problem, It proposed the all-homomorphic 
encryption algorithm based on the BGV scheme [21], which 
allows unlimited number of multiplications and additions on 
ciphertext to avoid excessive multiplication depth. However, 
the updated weights need to be sent to the parties for 
decryption and re-encryption after each iteration, so the 
communication complexity of this solution is very high. 
Reference [22] uses homomorphic encryption to protect the 
gradient information passed between users and honest but 
curious servers. Each user communicates the homomorphically 
encrypted ciphertext with the server using different secure 
channels. All gradient information is encrypted and stored in 
the server, which protects user privacy without reducing the 
accuracy of deep learning. Unlike [23] focus on the mobile 
environment, this solution applies to a large and stable 
collaborative environment where the user's local data set is 
large, without considering the exit mechanism. 
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When a malicious server collaborates with some malicious 
users, randomized data are vulnerable to statistical data 
recovery attacks [24,25]. Reference [26] proposes a two-stage 
perturbation mechanism for privacy-preserving collaborative 
learning called RG+RP. The first stage is designed to perturb 
each user’s data through a nonlinear function called repeated 
Gompertz (RG). The second stage use a row-orthogonal 
random projection (RP) matrix to maintain accuracy and 
reduce transmission energy. This solution ensures that when 
user publishes data, it is guaranteed that the original sensitive 
information cannot be re-identified while retaining the analysis 
attributes of the data and can defend against maximum a 
posteriori (MAP) estimation attacks [51] and independent 
component analysis (ICA) attacks [52].  

Reference [46] trains large recurrent language models with 
user-level differential privacy guarantees with only a negligible 
cost in predictive accuracy and introduce a noised version of 
the federated averaging algorithm [30], which satis es user-
adjacent differential privacy via use of the moments accountant 
[16]. The federated averaging approach groups multiple 
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) updates together, enabling 
large-step model updates. 

Reference [49] proposes an alternative privacy-preserving 
multi-party machine learning system based on trusted SGX 
processors [53] and data-obliviousness algorithms. The server 
creates processor-protected memory region (called an enclave) 
that contains code and data, establishes connections by using 
different secure channels to authenticate identities for different 
users. The user uses a separate, locally generated key to 
encrypt his own input data set and uses its secure channel to 
share the key with the enclave. After the server communicates 
with the users and obtains the keys for all data set, the enclave 
code runs the target algorithm over the entire data set and 
outputs a machine learning model that is encrypted and 
protected with the integrity of the new symmetric key.  

With the increasing demand of users for privacy, many 
companies use privacy-preserving technologies to make their 
products more competitive in the market. For example, Apple 
applies differential privacy in macOS and iOS. When users use 
iOS to search for queries and geo-location applications, the 
data sent to Apple is summarized and anonymized. What 
Apple sees is a general pattern that does not identify 
individuals. 

2) Indirect Collaborative Deep Learning: Compared to a 
centralized architecture that directly collaborates with deep 
learning, indirect collaborative deep learning retains the user's 
data locally, eliminating the need to pay for large data centers 
and retaining the convenience of a centralized architecture. 

Google's federal learning enables android users to predict 
the next word when they compose a text message. It greatly 
increases the typing efficiency of a phone's on-screen keyboard 
[48]. Each user securely maintains their private database of text 
messages on their own mobile device, and trains the shared 
global model under the coordination of a highly processed 
central server.  

Reference [30] proposes a practical method for the 
federated learning of deep networks that enables mobile 

devices to learn together to share global models while retaining 
all training data locally. This method allows high-quality 
models to be trained in relatively few rounds of communication 
by optimizing non-convex loss functions and using parameter 
averaging over updates from multiple users. Compared with 
[31], this method proves robust to the unbalanced and non-IID 
(independently and identically distributed) data distributions 
that naturally arise. 

Reference [23] puts forward a secure aggregation protocol 
based on [30]. When facing mobile environments where 
communication is extremely expensive and dropouts are 
common. It operates on high-dimensional vectors and provides 
the strongest possible security under the constraints of a server-
mediated, unauthenticated network model. It is highly 
communication ef cient and robust to users dropping out. In 
order to prevent the server from cheating real users by 
simulating other unreal existing virtual users, model uses 
public-key infrastructure (PKI) to ensure that users receive 
messages from other users (and not the server). This preserves 
the privacy of the rest of the honest users even if a malicious 
server collaborates with a malicious user. 

References [32,33,34] apply differential privacy to indirect 
collaborative machine learning. Reference [35] proposes a 
stochastic gradient descent algorithm that satisfies differential 
privacy. The server can access the data in plain text and ensure 
that the published model cannot be used to infer the data used 
during training. Reference [31] proposes a distributed selective 
stochastic gradient descent algorithm that enables multiple 
users to jointly learn an accurate model for a given objective 
without sharing their input data set. Users train independently 
on their own data set and selectively share small subsets of 
their models’ key parameters during training. Reference [36] 
proposes a collaborative privacy-preserving supervised deep 
learning system in mobile environment based on [31]. The 
mobile device locally trains data and uploads the trained 
parameters to a XMPP (global server) [54] through round robin 
and asynchronous parameter exchange protocol. Reference [14] 
proposes deep private auto-encoder (dPA), which enforce -
differential privacy by perturbing the objective functions of the 
traditional deep auto-encoder. They apply the dPA to human 
behavior prediction in a health social network. In order to solve 
the problem of signi cant utility loss in the global model 
caused by overly conservative injected randomization in 
collaborative deep learning, [39] proposes a multi-party deep 
learning framework ( MDL) based on asynchronous 
optimization, lightweight homomorphic encryption, and 
threshold secret sharing. This solution provides strong privacy 
assurance and desirable model utility simultaneously through 
integrates the local differential privacy (LDP) mechanism with 
a coordination mechanism.  

References [27,28,29] propose a hybrid framework to 
segment traditional deep learning algorithms. Reference [27] 
splits a deep learning processing sequence of the Caffe 
framework [54] by de ning new layers and performs 
distributed processing between the user side and the server side 
in a pipeline manner. This approach reduces communication 
costs between the user and the server and protects privacy by 
sending feature values instead of sensitive data. Reference [28] 
proposes a hybrid framework that consists of a feature 
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extractor and classifier. They use the Siamese architecture to 
protect the data privacy against unauthorized tasks. Reference 
[29] divides the model into a user and a server. The user trains 
sensitive data and uploads the trained non-sensitive data to the 
server to continue training. The server centralizes the 
aggregation model. Unlike [28,29], the model does not require 
a global view of the user data, only a part of it is willing to 
provide a small part of the real data to guide the model. 

Unlike existing work focusing on problems where users 
seek to agree on a global model, Reference [4] studies the case 
where each user learns a personalized model according to its 
own learning objective in a fully decentralized peer-to-peer 
network. Reference [40] proposes a decentralized and 
asynchronous block coordinate descent algorithm for 
collaborative learning without any master node to perform 
aggregation or coordinate the protocol. The local data 
distribution is di erent for each user and every user learns a 
personal model instead of a single global model. Compared 
with [4], this algorithm accommodates general loss functions 
and uses a differential privacy scheme based on randomly 
perturbing to guarantees that even if a malicious adversary 
knows the result posted by the user, he cannot infer the user's 
sensitive data. Besides, it is more di cult for a malicious 
adversary to systematically collect all the information 
transmitted over the network. Since there is no communication 
bottleneck for the master node, these decentralized 
architectures can scale to large sets of users. However, for 
current mobile environments, users cannot usually establish 
direct communication channels with other users (relying on a 
server to mediate such communication). Therefore, this 
algorithm can only be applied to a more demanding network 
environment. 

B.  Privacy-preserving during Using phase 
References [42,43] propose a CryptoNets system based on 

fully homomorphic encryption. First, the user encrypts the 
sensitive data and sends it to the server. The server operates the 
data without decryption and sends the encrypted result back to 
the user. Finally, the user decrypts and gets the result. However, 
CryptoNets transformations result in high performance 
overhead and can only be applied when the number of non-
linear layers is small. Reference [44] proposes a solution which 
combines the polynomial approximation of the ReLU 
activation function with a batch normalization layer [55]. 
Compared with CryptoNets, this approach can be applied to 
neural networks with a large number of non-linear layers while 
maintaining high accuracy.  

Reference [45] proposes the first approach named 
MiniONN for transforming an existing neural network to an 
oblivious neural network supporting privacy-preserving 
predictions with reasonable efficiency. This model uses secret 
sharing and garbled circuits in using phase. Except online 
phase, it introduces an offline precomputation phase to perform 
request-independent operations using additively homomorphic 
encryption together with the single instruction multiple data 
(SIMD) batch processing technique. Compared with 
CryptoNets, MiniONN does not require changes to how neural 
networks are trained and increase efficiency in the prediction 
phase.  

Reference [47] proposes a strengthened strategy named 
Private Aggregation of Teacher Ensembles (PATE) based on 
[34]. It consists of an ensemble of teacher models and a student 
model. The former is trained on disjoint subsets of the sensitive 
data and the student learns to predict a noise vote among a set 
of teachers. This strategy uses the state-of-the-art moments 
accountant technique [16] which restricts student training to a 
limited number of teacher votes and reveals only the topmost 
vote after carefully adding random noise. After the training is 
completed, an ensemble of teacher models will not be made 
public, and the user invokes the student model when using it. 
Since the student model does not depend on any single 
sensitive data, the privacy of the training data is protected even 
if a malicious adversary can observe the student’s internal 
model parameters. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we first introduce the architecture of 

collaborative deep learning and the issue of privacy leakage. 
Secondly, we analyze the application of the commonly used 
privacy-preserving technology in the two phases of 
collaborative deep learning and its advantages and 
disadvantages. Although secure multi-party computing and 
homomorphic encryption can achieve a high level of privacy 
and accuracy, the cost is high computational and 
communication overhead for the users. A more practical and 
efficient approach is to use differential privacy, where the users 
insert random noise into their data before sending them to the 
server. However, it will reduce the accuracy of the model. 
Compared with traditional machine learning, many factors 
need to be taken into account such as the hardware 
performance of user equipment, transmission costs and time 
constraints when using privacy-preserving technology in 
collaborative deep learning. When organizations such as 
hospitals or banks that have large amounts of sensitive data act 
as users, homomorphic encryption technology is required to 
ensure the security of the model. When a large number of 
individuals with weak computing power act as users, 
differential privacy technology is required to ensure the 
efficiency of the model. Each privacy-preserving technology 
has its own characteristics, and more and more studies are 
currently focusing on providing a reasonable trade-off between 
data privacy and utility through a combination of secure multi-
party computing, homomorphic encryption, and differential 
privacy. 

With the improvement of mobile devices performance, 
more and more applications use collaborative deep learning to 
provide users with useful personalized services. Researching 
the privacy-preserving technology in a complex mobile 
environment is the next step in our work. 
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